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1. INTRODUCTION 
We prove a new maximal lemma in time for subadditive sequences with 
respect to a nonsingular transformation. This is used to give a new proof 
of the corresponding pointwise subadditive ergodic theorem. We also study 
some recurrence questions and the natural extension for these transforma- 
tions. 
Let (X, 6?, p) denote a o-finite measure space. A transformation is a 
(B-)measurable map of X into itself. Let w: X + R be a nonnegative 
(&)measurable function; the transformation T is said to be Markouian 
with respect to (w, ,u) if it satisfies, for all nonnegative measurable 
functions .h 
It readily follows that for all measurable functionsf; 
(P2) f 2 0 a.e. if and ony if f 0 Tw > 0 a.e. 
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In this paper we prove a maximal inequality in time which has so far no 
counterpart in the theory of Markov operators. Lemma 2.2a is the key 
result in the proof of the subadditive ergodic theorem given in Section 3 
(Theorem 3.4). This theorem can be deduced from the corresponding 
Akcoglu-Sucheston theorem [ 1, 21; however, our proof is simple and self- 
contained. Sub-Markovian transformations are treated in Section 4 and 
some recurrence properties are proved in Section 5. Using the same idea as 
in Lemma 2.2, we prove a Kac’s formula (Theorem 5.2) for Markovian 
transformations, and give several applications (cf. Corollary 5.4, Theorem 5.5, 
Theorem 5.6). 
1.1. DEFINITION. (a) If T is Markovian with respect to (0, p) we say 
that (0, p) is a Markouian pair for T, and when p is understood from the 
contex, that o is a Markovian,function for T. Two pairs (0, p) and (o’, II’) 
are cohomologous if there exists a positive measurable function h (called the 
transfer function from (0, p) to (w’, 11’)) such that 
/.i=hp (i.e.,$=h) and ,‘=Yw. 
(b) A Hurewicz cocycle for (0, p) is any sequence of nonnegative 
measurable functions {o,,},~~ such that 
OO=l,~,=O,ando,,+,,=o,o,oT”’ p-a.e. for n > 0, m 3 0. 
1.2. LEMMA. (a) If T is Markooian with respect to (0, p) then T is 
Markovian with respect to any cohomologous (w’, 11’). 
(b) If moreouer {o,},~~ is a Hurewicz cocycle for (w, p), then for all 
n>O, o,=w u~T...~oT”-’ p-a.e. and T ’ is Markovian with respect to 
(WI, P). 
1.3. EXAMPLES. (a) Suppose ~0 T is a-finite on 8. If T is a positive 
nonsingular (i.e., p( TP ‘A) = 0 implies p(A) = 0) then T is Markovian with 
respect to (oP, p), where o P - d ( p/ dpTP ‘) 0 T is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of T with respect to p. Conversely, if T is Markovian with 
respect o (0, p), then T is positive nonsingular and w” = E,[w ) T ‘&I] is 
the only T-‘g-measurable Markovian function, where E, denotes the 
usual conditional expectation function with respect o p. 
(b) If T is a C ‘-diffeomorphism on a smooth manifold M, J is its 
Jacobian and /1 a Lebesgue measure on M, then T is Markovian with 
respect o (J, 2). 
(c) If (X, 99, p) is a Lebesgue probability space and T is a n-to-l non- 
singular endomorphism, then it follows from a theorem of Rohlin that 
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there exists a partition of X (mod 0) into n disjoint measurable sets 
A i, . . . . A, such that the restriction T, of T to each Ai is l-to-l from Ai onto 
a.e. X, and for any measurable set B in A,, p(B) = 0 implies p( Tj B) = 0. 
Define Jj = dpTi/dp on A,. Let (p,, . . . . p,) be any probability vector and 
write w = C piJ,x A,; then T is Markovian with respect to (w, p). (In 
general, these Markovian functions are different from the RadonNikodym 
derivative of part (a)). 
(d) If T is Markovian with respect o (0, p), we will see in Section 5 
that the induced map T, (for some set A) is also Markovian with respect 
to (~,‘I> PLA). 
1.4. DEFINITION. A suhadditive sequence (with respect to (0, p)) is a 
sequence if, 1 n a o of measurable functions satisfying: 
(i) Jo=0 a.e., 
(ii) .L+m d f, + fir 0 Tmw, a.e. for all m, n 3 0, 
where {on} is any Hurewicz cocycle for (w, p). The sequence {Al} is called 
superadditive if { -fn} is subadditive. 
We note that given a subadditive sequence ( .f,l},,20 there exists a 
sequence of measurable functions {~1},,20 such that 
.m) = .i;,(4 a.e., 
and 
.f,+,(x, dn,,(x) +fJT”‘x) I&(X) for all x E X, 
where cG,~=o~ .w, 0 T...o, (1 T”-‘. 
In fact, let 
P-1 
f” = o=,,.,,$!.. <kp=,, iI;, fkwk,o Tktok, 
1.5. Remark. If {fn},,>,, is subadditive with respect to (0, p), and 
(o’, ,u’) is cohomologous to (w, p) with transfer function h, then { fn/h},laO 
is subadditive with respect to (w’, 11’). This remark allows us, by standard 
methods, to reduce the proofs of many of the results below to the case of 
finite measure. (We assume finite measure to define the conditional expec- 
tation with respect o any sub-a-algebra, in particular, the sub-a-algebra of 
invariant sets.) 
1.6. DEFINITION. The o-algebra of (T-)invariant sets with respect to 
(w,~)isdefinedtobe~={AEB:~,~ To = xAw pPa.e.}. It is easy to see 
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that f is y-measurable if and only if .f’q T”w,, = jii, a.e. for all n 3 0. 
Furthermore, if f is nonnegative, and ~1 has finite mass, 
&LC.f I 91 = E,,C.f’; T”W,, I 41 a.e. for all n >, 0. 
1.7. LEMMA. Assume p is afmite measure. 
(a) For any nonnegative function g, lE,,[g 1 41 is a positive ,function 
a.e. on the set {x E X : C;“=, g( T’(x)) oi(x) = CC }. 
(b) For any superadditive sequence qf nonnegative ,functions { gn}, 
Proof (a) Write A = {xEX: lE,[g / 21 =O}, then A is invariant, and 
JA Z:d g(T’b)) oi(x) & = n jA E,Cg I $I& =O. 
(b) For any integers 1 6 q d p d N, and n in the integer part of N/q, 
we have 1;:; gy 0 TkYWk, + gNPny 0 T”Y~,4 d g, a.e. So iE,[sup, s y G p (I/q) 
E,Cgy I216 (N/N- P) su~,,~ I (l/n) E,,Cgnl. I 
2. MAXIMAL LEMMAS AND THE RECURRENT PART 
2.1. LEMMA. Let (f,},,,O he a subadditive sequence and p 3 1 an 
integer. If there exists a measurable ,function t: X + { 1, 2, . . . . p} such that 
fr < 0 a.e. then, for all n 3 p, 
f,(x) d 1 I.fi(T’(x))l ~,@I a.e. 
,=n p 
Proof We define an increasing sequence of times by induction: 
To=& T,+I (x) = z( T7m(-r)(~)) +r,(x). By subadditivity, for every n 2 1, for 
a.e. x E X, and for m 3 1 such that T,(X) < n 6 t,, + ,(x), 
fn(x)G c f,,+,~,,(T"(x))o,,(~)+f,~,_(T~"(x))~~,(~). 
i=o 
Since f, < 0 a.e. we have, 
for all m >. So 
.frcTm,j (T”(x)) w,(x) < 0 a.e. 
n 1 
f,(x)GfniTm(TTm(x)) w,,(x)< c f,( T’(x))oi(x) a.e. 1 
i=r, 
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2.2. MAXIMAL LEMMAS FOR TIME. Let If,,},, a0 be a subadditive 
sequence, p > 1 an integer. Define 
A = {xEX:fk(XpO for all 1 <k<p), 
and 
B= {xEX:fk(X)>O for some 1 <k<p}. 
Then ,for all integers n 3 p and,for a.e. x E X, 
(4 .i,,a”~~~,;T’~~~Ti~;+ “x1 If,oT’I oj, 
i=n p 
II 1 ,*- I 
(b) f,: G c fi 0 T’XBO T’w; + c I.fi 0 T’I mi 
r=O r=n-p 
Proqf: (a) Define a function z as follows: 
r(x)= 1 if XEA, and z(x)=min{k~ { 1,2, . . . . p}:f;(x)<Of 
if x$A. We claim that 
.L&) G c f,(T’(x)) x/AT’(x)) ai a.e. 
i=n 
To show the claim first assume XEA, then t(x) = 1 and f+,(x) = 
fi(x) xA(x) o,(x); if x 4 A, thenf&,(x) < 0 and it suffices to show that each 
term in the above sum is nonnegative. This is clear if T’(x) # A; if T’(x) E A 
we have in particular that f, (T’(x)) > 0. 
An application of Lemma 2.1 now completes the proof. 
(b) Define a function z by 
r(x) = 1 if x 4 B, and r(x) = min{ k E { 1, 2, . . . . p ): fk(x) > 0) 
if x E B. Once more it is enough to show 
f,:,,(xK c .f,(T’(x)) x~U%)) pi a.e. 
i=O 
Since {fz } . is a so a subadditive sequence. Now if x E B then 0 <f, < 1 
CT:d fi o T’oi, and the proof is complete if we show T’(x) E B for each 
O<i<t--1. Infact,fr<.f,+fr-ioTiojandj”j(x)<O, ~of,+~(T’x)>O. 1 
2.3. Remark. (a) A version of Lemma 2.2 for finite measure preserving 
transformations is contained in the proof of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem 
given in [7, 61. 
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(b) It is clear from the proof that if the subadditive sequence and the 
Hurewicz cocycle satisfy the properties of their definition for all x E X (not 
just a.e.) then Lemma 2.2 also holds for all x E X. 
(c) The only property of {o,~} used in the proof is that it is a cocycle. 
2.4. INTEGRATED MAXIMAL LEMMAS. Let {fn},,o be a subadditive 
sequence, p 3 1 an integer, and A, B as defined in Lemma 2.2. Then 
(4 ink., (lln)~,fndp=limn+, (l/n) j fn dp d jA fl &, 
(b) O<lim,,, (lln)Jf,t &<jBfi&. 
Furthermore, if h E LT (X, p) then { hf, },, is a subadditive sequence qf 
integrable functions, and if p is a finite measure, 
(~1 lim,, 3c (l/n) QJfnl YIG E,CfixA I fl 
(d) W,, x (l/n) E,Cf,' I flG Q,CflxB 141. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 2.2. fi 
We note that if {,f,} is a subadditive sequence of integrable functions 
then {Ufnl 211 is a subadditive sequence of real numbers and so 
lim, + m (l/n) Elf, I $1 = id. l (l/n) WY, I 91 at. 
2.5. Notation. Write 
and 
c%?(f,~)= XEX: f f(T’(x))w,(x)=cc 
i=O 
S(.f,o)= XEX: f f(T’(x))wJx)<cc 
i=O 
It follows that for any positive function h, 93(f, w) = .%(flh, (h 0 T/h)o). 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let f, g be two nonnegative integrable functions. Then 
almost everywhere on the set 92(f, w), Cp”=o g( T’(x)) wj(x) takes only the 
values 0 and co. 
Proof: Write C= g(f, o) and D = Y(g, w). Then C and D are 
invariant sets. For all integers p 2 1 and real numbers r > 0 define B; = 
{x E X: fk(x) - rgk(x) > 0 for some 1 < k < p}. 
Then by Lemma 2.4b, fCnDnB, (f - rg) dp B 0. Since C n D E 
U,.JB;,S cnDgd~~(l/r)Sfd~fofallr~O.Thus,S,,,goT’o,d~=O 
for i31 and JCnD C,:,, g(T’(x)) wi(x) dp = 0. I 
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Proposition 2.6. remains true when g is only a nonnegative function (by 
a standard approximation argument), and allows us to define the recurrent 
part of T with respect o (0, p), .94!(o), by 9?(o) = 9?(f, o) for any positive 
integrable function f: (B(o) is defined p-a.e.) 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let g be a nonnegative integrable function, and h be a 
measurable function. Then h 0 T3 h a.e. on .%?( g,o) if and only if h 0 T= h 
a.e. on B?(g, w). 
Proof. Write F= {XE X: h(x) < r}, where r is any real number. 
Suppose that h 0 Ta h a.e. on 9(g, w), then ~~0 T6 xF a.e. on 9(g, w). 
Define G= {xEX: xF-xFo T2 c}, for some c > 0. Proposition 2.6 implies 
,zo XG(T’(X)) oi(X) E (0, m> at. on Wg, 01, 
so 
izo xdT’(x)) E (0, 00 > a.e. on g(g, w). 
Since xG< (i/c) (xF-xFoT) and C,?L, (xI;-xFo T)o T’<2 everywhere, 
AGn%g,o))=O. I 
3. THE SUBADDITIVE ERGODIC THEOREM 
The following lemma is the main step in the proof of the subadditive 
theorem. The Hurewicz ergodic theorem is a particular case of this lemma. 
This theorem is used to prove a corollary that yields the invariance of some 
functions. 
3.1. LEMMA. Assume that p is a finite measure. Let { fn} be a subadditive 
sequence of integrable functions, and g a nonnegative integrable function. 
Define 
Then a.e. on g(g, co), 
g < lim inf f" 
n-m C:‘&’ go T’w;’ 
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Proof: Write g, = C’:,’ g 0 T’w,, and h = lim inf, _ ~ fJgn. Using the 
formula 
it is easy to see that h 0 T> h on .%$g, o) a.e. and hence by Corollary 2.7, 




A,= {xEX:F:*(x)>O for all 1 <n<p}. 
Since {FL},2o is a subadditive sequence, by Lemma 2.4(a), 
Since n,,,, A,n C, = @, lim,,, (l/n) lE[F; 1 $1~0 a.e. on C, and so 
F- rG <O a.e. on C,. 1 
3.2. HUREWICZ ERGODIC THEOREM [3]. Let f and g be integrable 
,functions, g assumed to be nonnegative. Then a.e. on the set %(g, co), 
for any positive p-integrable function h. 
ProojI Let p’ = hp and w’ = ((h 0 T)/h)o. Then 
c;=,’ f 0 T’o, C;:,’ (jj’h) 0 T’o; 
C;=; g 0 T’q = C:Q; (g/h) 0 T’oj “e’ 
Apply Lemma 3.1 (with respect to (o’, p’)) to f; =Cr:d (j/h)0 T’w: and 
g:, = x:1; (g/h) 0 T’o:. 1 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let f and g be integrable functions, g assumed to be 
nonnegative. Then a.e. on the set B(g, co), 
1‘0 T”w, 
!% C;=; g( T’(x)) wi(x) = ” 
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Proqf: We may assume that ,u is a finite measure. Let h =,fo TW -f: 
Then h 0 T’ui= f 0 Ti+‘coi+, -f 0 T’oi, so (f :I T”o, -f )/g, = h,/g,, where 
g, = Cy:,’ h 0 T’o,. Using Theorem 3.2 we obtain lim,, _ r h,,/g, = 
lim, + uj (f 0 T"d/g, = E,, Ch I fl/&, Cs I 21= 0 at. I 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (X, g’, p) be a a-finite measure space and T a 
Markovian transformation with respect to (w, ,LL). Let {f,,} be a s&additive 
sequence qf integrable functions, and {g,,} a superadditive sequence of non- 
negative integrable functions. Then a.e. on A?( gl, CO), 
for any positive p-integrable function h. 
Proof: Using Remark 1.5 and arguing as in Theorem 3.2 we may 
assume that p is finite. In addition, it suffices to show the theorem when 
{ gn} is an additive sequence. 
Define 
and G = E,, Cg, I41. 
Because of Lemma 3.1 it s&ices to show lim sup, _ cc (f,,/gn) 6 F/G. Let 
C, = {x E %?(g, 0): lim sup, j m f,/g, > r}. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, 
C, is an invariant set. We claim that for any integer N> 1, 
lim sup fn = lim sup fnN a.e. on &?( g , , w ). 
n-z g,, n-tz g,N 
In fact, if n is given and k the integer part of n/N then f;Z - rg, 3 0 implies 
fk,v - rgkN > Ho TkNWkN, where H = minO<k < N-1 (rgk - fk). Using 
Corollary 3.3 we have lim, _ m (I HI 0 TkNWk,&N = 0, which completes 
the proof of the claim. 
Now TN is Markovian with respect to (oN, vu), and F,N= 
cz:A (fN- rgN) 0 TkNopN iS an additive sequence. Write Br = 
{xEX: F:(X) >O for some 1 <k Q p}. Then by Lemma 2.4b 
E, [xe;Fr ( fN] 2 0 a.e., where f” is the o-algebra of TN-invariant sets 
with respect to (oN, p). By Definition 1.6 we have J?’ ~2”. Then 
E, [&$(fN - rgN) 1 $@] > 0 a.e. Since f,,N - rg,,, ,< Fr, Using the Claim We 
obtain C, G u, a 0 Br. Therefore E, [fN - rgN) I $13 0 a.e. on C, for every 
N, and so lim,,, (l/N){EIL[fN I fl-rEp[gN I d])>o a.e. on c,. 1 
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4. SUB-MARKOVIAN TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we prove the subadditive theorem for sub-Markovian 
transformations; in fact, we define the recurrent part of T and on this set 
T is shown to be Markovian. The general theorem then is obtained as a 
consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
4.1. DEFINITION. The transformation T is said to be sub-Markovian with 
respect to (w, p) if for any measurable function f, 
(Pl’) ,f>,O a.e. implies j,foTwdp<{fdp, and 
(P2’) f > 0 a.e. implies fo Tw > 0 a.e. 
4.2. INTEGRATED MAXIMAL LEMMA. Let {f,,}n20 be a subadditive 
sequence, p > 1 an integer, and B as defined in Lemma 2.2. Then 
Proof We note first that for any integrable function f, the sequence 
j fo T”o, dp converges. Define 
n-1 n-l 
F,,= c j+T’~~~T’co,+ 1 l,f,oT’I oi, for all n 3 p. 
i=O i=n-p 
Then by Lemma 2.2(b) Fn is a nonnegative function. Since 
then 
We remark that Proposition 2.6 is also true for sub-Markovian transfor- 
mations (the main part is Lemma 2.4(b), which shows that also in this case 
the recurrent part of T, W(o) = .%(o, f ), does not depend CL-a.e. on the 
positive integrable function f: 
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4.3. THEOREM. If T is sub-Markovian with respect to (0, p) then T is 
Markovian with respect o (u, xrc,, p). 
Proof. [A E g + JTmLA w dp] defines a o-finite measure on SY, 
absolutely continuous with respect to p. Thus there exists a measurable 
function h such that 0 <h < 1 and l,fo TW dp = s,fh dp, for any non- 
negative f: Thus 
06 i 
(I-h)“~‘f~T’m,dp<j fb 
.R(m, f ) i = 0 a,,, f 1 
which implies h = 1 a.e. on B?(o). 1 
This theorem shows that the subadditive theorem also holds for 
sub-Markovian transformations. 
5. RECURRENCE AND NATURAL EXTENSION 
If S?(o) = X we say that T is (0, ,a)-recurrent. If T is a nonsingular 
endomorphism, then its Radon-Nikodym derivative o/‘ is a Markovian 
function for p, and as in [9], (in the case that ,U is a-finite on T-‘28) T is 
called ,u-recurrent if T is (oP, p)-recurrent. If T is invertible, p-recurrence 
of T is equivalent to conservativity of T (with respect to p) (cf. 5.4). 
However, a conservative ergodic endomorphism may have Markovian 
pairs (0, ,u) with T not (w, p)-recurrent [4]. 
5.1. DEFINITION. For any set A write A*=Uja, Tm’A. If AcA* then 
we can define the return time to A by rA(x) = inf(k3 1: Tk(.x)~A} if 
XEA*, and rA= 1 if x#A*. 
Then put TA(x) = TTA(x) for x E X. The restriction of T, to A is called 
the induced map on A. The following theorem generalizes the well-known 
Kac’s formula to the context of Markovian transformations. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let T be Markovian with respect to (CO, ,D) and define 
uA=urA’ ~A=xA~~~A=C:A=<)‘~~T~O~,~ or any nonnegative function f and 
any set A such that A c A*. Then TA is sub-Markovian with respect to 
tuAj PA) and 
(a) JAfAd&JA*fdkh 
(b) g(“A) = A C-I B(m), 
(cl J An~~W)fAd~=SA*n.~(w)fdC1. 
ProcJ Let p > 0 be an integer and z: X-+ N be defined by t(x) = 
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min(r,(x), p) if x E A and r(x) = 1 if x $ A. If g = C::i fo T’wi, then for all 
x E x, 
1-l i- 1 
1 (X,4 g)” TioiG 1 (XA*f)’ Tiwi, 
i=O i=O 
and so iA g dp <jA*fdp (Lemma 2.1), which proves (a), if we let p go 
to co. 
If we apply (a) to (xAf) 0 To instead off we obtain that T, is sub- 
Markovian with respect to (oA, pA). Moreover, iff is integrable then fA is 
integrable and so A n B(w, f) = 9?(0,, fA). To prove (c) we may assume 
T is (0, p)-recurrent. Then a.e. in A u (X-A*), 
Since T,(x) E A u (X-A*), for a.e. XE X, 
TA 7-4 + TA - I 7~ TA + *A ~ I 
1 (xAg)o Tim,= 1 (x~*f)~T~~i. 
i=TA i= ZA 
If we define an increasing sequence of times by 
then for any p > 1, 
and 
rp+l-l rp+l-l 
1 (xA g)o Tim,= 1 (xA.,f)o T’w, a.e. 
TI Tl 
Part (c) follows from the last equality using the Hurewicz theorem. [ 
5.3. COROLLARY. The induced map of any a-finite measure preserving 
transformation on a set A which has finite measure and satisfies A c A* is 
also measure preserving. 
Proof: The induced map is sub-Markovian with respect to (1, pA) and 
its recurrent part is equal to A (since xa is integrable). Using Theorem 4.3 
we obtain that TA is Markovian with respect to (1, ~1~). 1 
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5.4. COROLLARY (Halmos). Zf T is a nonsingular automorphism on 
(X, u) then it is conservative if and only if T is u-recurrent. 
Proof: Suppose T is conservative. Write w = oP. Let f be a positive 
integrable function. Since (x E X: X20 f( T’(x)) o,(x) -C cc } is invariant, if 
it has positive measure we may assume it is all of X. Define F= 
Ci?Yofo T’w;. Then F= FO To + f and T-’ is Markovian with respect to 
FoT-’ 1 
-.- F,u 
F 00 T-1’ 
=(o’,u’). 
Since T-’ is conservative and o’ > 1, T-l is p-recurrent. Then, using Kac’s 
formula, for any positive set A we have, jA u.& dp =$(A), and so w’ = 1 
a.e. on A, which contradicts o’> 1. 1 
The following theorem was shown in [9, 51 for the case when o is the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative (cf. [9] for references to the original results in 
the invertible case). We obtain one implication as a consequence of 
Theorem 5.2, the others are as in [9, 51. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let T be Markovian with respect to (co, ,u) and assume 
w > 0 a.e. The following are equivalent. 
(a) T is (co, p)-recurrent. 
(b) The skew product T, is conservative. 
(c) 1 belongs to the ratio set of T with respect to (co, ,u). 
Proof: (a) 3 (b) We first show lim sup, _ o. w, z 1 a.e. Let CI > 0 and 
Na 1 be an integer such that A = (supnaN o, < a) has positive measure. 
Since T is recurrent, A c A* and if w,(n, x) = n:&,’ oA 0 T:(x) then 
and thus ora 1. 
Now let f be a nonnegative integrable function, write f*(x, y) = 
f(x)ewy, and let BE 33 be such that inf, f > 0 and has positive measure. 
Since the induced map TB is recurrent, then lim sup,, _ m wg(n, x) > 1 a.e. 
on B, and so 
f f*oT:(x, Y) 
i=O 
=i~of~T~(x)e~y’~“‘“Y)=~ a.e. on BxR+. 1 
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5.6. THEOREM. Let T be a nonsingular endomorphism with Markovian 
pair (w, p). If (w, p) is recurrent, then T admits a a-finite invariant measure 
equivalent to p if and only zf w is a coboundary. 
Proof: First assume that the invariant measure v is finite; so (1, v) is a 
Markovian pair for T. We may assume v(X) = 1, and by changing to a 
cohomologous pair that p = v. For E > 0 define wE = sup{ w, E}. Birkhoff’s 
ergodic theorem applied to the integrable function log(w”) gives 
lim 1 “C’ log(w” 0 T’x) = E, [log wE 1 f] j.-a.e. 
n-m n i=. 
Since w is recurrent, 1 belongs to the ratio set of T with respect to (w, 11) 
and so 
lim 1 log ‘fi’ wE 0 T’(x) 
n+m n i=O 
>limsupilogw,>O p-a.e. 
“-02 n 
Using the concavity of log and Jensen’s inequality we obtain 
0 < E, [log WE I f] <log [E, [WE I 91. 
Taking limits as E -+ 0 gives 
The strict concavity of log forces w = [E, [w 1 $1 = 1. 
If T admits an infinite invariant measures v, we may again assume p = v, 
and (1, v) is Markovian for T. Let A be a set of positive finite measure. 
Since w is recurrent, the induced map T, is recurrent with respect to 
(wA, pA) and preserves the measure pLa. By the first part, w, = 1 p-a.e., 
and since this is for any finite set A then w = 1 p-a.e. 1 
5.7. DEFINITION. Let X = (A’, 659, T, w, p) and X’ = (A”, g’, T’, w’, p’) be 
two dynamical systems. We say that X’ is a (Markovian) extension of X if 
there is a measurable map P: x’ + X and a positive measurable function 
rr: X’ + R + such that: 
(i) PO T’ = To P a.e., 
(ii) f>Oa.e.impliesJfoPrrdp’=Jfdp, 
(iii) noT’w’=woP7~ a.e. 
P is called a conjugate projection and Markovian with respect to 
($9 ? Pu). 
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5.8. DEFINITION. Let (X, .S?) be a standard Bore1 space, and T a 
&measurable map. Define X’= ((x;)~~~: Tx~+~=x~, i>O) and T’:X’-t 
X’ by T’(xj) = (TX,, x0, xi, . ..). Given A ES~ define cylinder sets in X’ by 
Ack) = {(xi) E X’ : xk E A}. Let 2P) consist of all sets of the form ACk’ for 
A E $3 and k 2 0, and !4Y be the Bore1 a-algebra generated by V,, 0 ~2~~‘. 
If X’ is nonempty, (X’, SS’) is a standard Bore1 space, T’ is bijective, T’ and 
T’ ~’ are g-measurable. The first projection P: X’ -+ X is called the natural 
projection. (xl, SY, T’) is the inverse limit of (A’, 52, T). 
The following theorem constructs an invertible extension for Markovian 
transformations. Maharam [8] has obtained before the authors a different 
construction of an invertible extension (cf. [9]). When T is onto 
everywhere and io > 0 a.e. is the Radon-Nikodym derivative a proof of the 
following theorem is given in [9]. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let (X, 24) be a standard Bore1 space, T be a 
&?-measurable function, and (X’, &?I, T’) be the inverse limit of (X, S?‘, T). If 
T is Markovian with respect o (co, u) then X’ is nonempty and there exists 
a unique o-finite measure pf on &I” such that 
(i) /4=/&P-l, 
(ii) T’ is Markovian with respect to (co’, a’), where o‘ = w 0 P, where 
P: X’ --) X is the natural projection. 
Proof: Now we first prove that P is onto a.e. For any measurable set 
A of finite mass LX, 0 < c1 -=c 1, we construct a sequence of compact sets 
VGLm such that: 
(i) the restriction of T’ to K,, is continuous for all 0 < i 6 n, 
(ii) T(K+,)cL &CA, 
(iii) PULP T”(K) } 3 vu(A 1. 
In fact, by induction, using Egoroff’s and Lusin’s theorems, construct 
compact sets {K,},,, satisfying (i), (ii), and 
(iv) P(&)~&P(A) and 
i 
0 ,,+, dp>c11~2”+z I wn 4. &I+1 fG? 
If K, has been constructed, choose L, such that the restriction of T to L, 
is continuous, L, is compact, and 
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Then K, + i = L, n T-‘(K,) satisfies (i), (ii), (iv), and 
2 s 0 .+I& d+1 
>exp[(1/2+1/4+ ... +1/2”+2)ln~]~(A) 
NOW if XE n,,, T”(&), then there exists x, E K, such that Tn(x,) = x. 
Using a diagonal procedure for each sequence {T”- ‘(x,)},~ i belonging to 
Ki, one constructs a sequence of limit points yi E Ki such that y, = x and 
T(Y,+ I) = yi. 
(We note that the construction in [9] of the extension CL’ on 8’ of the 
measure p satisfies (by the same calculation as in [9, Lemma 91) 
p’(A(lO) = ?*, ok dp. 
Now define measures p; on d(k) by 
&(dk’) = 
s 
ok dp for ACk) E ~2~~). 
A 
It is readily checked that {p;} is a consistent family of measures, and thus 
by the Kolmogoroff consistency theorem it extends to a unique o-finite 
measure $ on S?‘. Furthermore, for any dCk’-measurable function 
f’ = f o Pk, where Pk = P 0 Ttk, k 2 1, if o’ = o 0 P, 
Finally, if T’ is Markovian with respect to (o’, v), where vOP-’ = p, 
then 
v@(k)) = co; dv = 
P-‘(A) s 
A wk dp = p’(Ack’). 1 
5.10. Remark. (a) The properties of Theorem 5.5, and the natural 
extension described in Theorem 5.8 depend only on the cohomology class 
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of (0, p). If (0, p) and (0, p) are two cohomoiogous pairs, their respective 
natural extensions are isomorphic. The natural extension of (X, S?, 7’) with 
respect o (w, ,u) is conservative if and only of T is (w, p)-recurrent. If T is 
not (0, p)-recurrent, then the natural extension with respect o (0, p) is not 
conservative. 
(b) The natural extension described in Theorem 5.8 is canonical in 
the following sense. Any Y extension of X is also an extension of X’. If 
Q: Y-+X is a conjugate projection, Markovian with respect to n, then 
there exists a unique Q’: Y+ X’ conjugate projection Markovian with 
respect to 7~ and satisfying PO Q’ = Q. 
5.11. EXAMPLE. Consider the modified Boole transformation TX = 
1/2(x- l/x) defined on the real line. Let i denote Lebesque measure and 
p denote Cauchy distribution. These measures are equivalent and T is a 
conservative nonsingular endomorphism with respect o them. (In fact, one 
can show that (R, T, ,u) is isomorphic to x+2x (mod 1) on the unit 
interval.) One can calculate that o1 = 5 and oP = 1 a.e. It follows that T is 
(o@, p)-recurrent and is not (w”, A)-recurrent. i is an infinite measure but 
if h is any positive function of integral 1, then if we define v = hl and 
0 = ((h 0 T)/h) a’, then v is a probability measure, (o’, ,4) is cohomologous 
to (0, v), (0, v) is a Markovian pair for T, and T is not (0, v)-recurrent. The 
natural extension of T with respect o (oP, p) is conservative rgodic [9], 
while the natural extension of T with respect o (0, v) is dissipative. 
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